We have investigated the nanostructure and microstructure resulting from ns laser irradiation simultaneous with deposition of Co films on Si(001) substrates. The spatial order and length scales of the resulting nanopatterns and their crystalline microstructure were investigated as a function of film thickness h and laser energy density E using a combination of atomic force, scanning electron and transmission electron microscopies. The results could be classified into two distinct categories based on the laser energy density used. It was observed that the thickness-dependent E required to melt the Co film (E Co ) was lower than Si (E Si ) primarily because of the higher reflectivity of Si. Consequently, for energy densities E Co < E 1 < E Si that preferentially melted the Co film, spatially ordered nanoparticles were formed and were attributed to capillary-driven transport in the liquid phase. The ordering length scale corresponded to the interference fringe spacing Λ and the microstructure was primarily Co metal and a metal-rich silicide phase. The native oxide layer played an important role in minimizing the Co-Si reaction. For laser energy densities E 2 ≥ E Si , spatially ordered patterns with periodic length scales L < Λ were observed and resulted from interference of an incident laser beam with a beam transmitted into the Si substrate. These nanopatterns showed one-as well as two-dimensional spatial ordering of the nanostructures. The microstructure in this laser energy regime was dominated by silicide formation. These results suggest that various nanostructures and microstructures, ranging from nearly pure metal to a Si-rich silicide phase can be formed by appropriate choice of the laser energy simultaneous with film
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Introduction
Metal and metallic compounds with nanometer scale (1-1000 nm) features arranged in spatially ordered geometries offer various functionalities [1, 2] , including: in regular arrays of discrete nm scale magnets for potential memory storage devices [3, 4] ; surface plasmon waveguides made from linear chains of metal nanoclusters [5, 6] ; and as spatially ordered metal nanocatalyst seeds to make high-efficiency flat-panel displays from carbon-nanotube arrays [7] . In these applications, the control of ordering, including spatial arrangement of the nanofeatures, control of its size, shape, composition, and crystallographic orientation is important. In most instances, the ability to control ordering over large length scales, i.e. to have long-range ordering, is also necessary [8] . In this regard, laser-based patterning of surfaces of metals, semiconductors and insulators is a promising approach. The area of laser-surface interactions has been broadly explored in the past for a fundamental understanding of pattern forming processes and towards applications requiring ordered surface structures [9, 10] . One area is that of laser-induced chemical vapor deposition [11] while the other is direct irradiation of surfaces leading to rippling and pattern formation due to various mechanisms, including interference between incident and scattered light waves [12, 13] , thermocapillary flow [14] and other instabilities [15] . This pattern forming approach has been used in various applications, including grating creation [16] and quantum dot arrays [17] . Recently, the group of Pedraza et al. [18, 19] showed how spatially ordered nanostructures could be formed in controlled ways by irradiation of the Si surface with ns laser pulses. The patterning process was a result of deformation of the surface via thermocapillary effects, while the length scales observed in the patterning also included those arising from interference of the incident light with scattered waves.
Another interesting area of pattern formation is when laser light interacts through optical and/or thermal effects with a time-varying system, such as found in the deposition of thin films. During the early stages of film growth from the vapor phase, the surface morphology changes dramatically due to nucleation and growth processes. These processes are in turn critical functions of experimental parameters like deposition rate, surface temperature and the presence of surface defects. In this respect, a large body of work has been performed on developing strategies to create thin film structures with homogeneous properties over large areas, for example having uniformity in thickness, crystal structure, grain orientation, etc. in the plane of the substrate [20] . On the other hand, recent interest in creating large-area structure having spatially ordered inhomogeneities on the nm length scale have spurred new experiments to modify film nucleation and growth.
One example is the recent work of Timp and co-workers [21, 22] and McClelland and co-workers [23] who used a laser-interference pattern to modify atom beams such that the flux of depositing film material was spatially periodic on the substrate surface. Consequently, nm scale periodic patterns were generated.
Recently we investigated the role of thermal effects arising from laser-interference irradiation performed simultaneously with metal film deposition. We showed in these experiments that when the growing film/substrate surface is simultaneously irradiated with ns pulsed laser interference patterns, long-range ordered morphologies can be achieved [24, 25] . In those experiments, a 9 ns pulsed laser operating at 50 Hz with energy density ≤ 20 mJ/cm 2 were used to dynamically pattern the films and the mechanism was attributed primarily to surface diffusion of the metal atoms under the transient temperature gradients created on the substrate surface. However, since the temperature transients only lasted for times of the order of 10 ns [26] which was very small compared to the time between pulses of 20 ms, the observed patterning was weak, as evidenced by the diffuse lines with small aspect ratio [25] . Many nanoscale applications require well defined surface structures such as wires and particles which have aspect ratios of O(1). We recently observed that when dynamic patterning is performed under laser energy densities that are sufficient to melt the metal film, then features with larger aspect ratios can be achieved [27] .
In this work we present detailed experimental results of dynamic patterning of nanoscopic Co on Si (001) as a function of film thickness and laser energy in regimes dominated by melting. The patterning was performed using two-beam interference irradiation with a 9 ns, 266 nm pulsed laser operating at 50 Hz. The resulting nanostructure and microstructure were characterized using atomic force microscopy (AFM), secondary electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). We determined that the laser melt threshold E m for the bare Si surface was larger than for Co films, E Co , primarily due to the difference in reflectivities. Also, E Co increased as the film thickness decreased due to the enhanced heat sinking by the substrate. As a result of this, the patterning results could be classified into two categories: (i)
For patterning in regime E Co < E 1 < E Si , the patterns showed a length scale consistent with the interference fringe spacing Λ and the microstructure was primarily Co metal and/or a Co-rich phase. The pattern mechanism in this regime was attributed primarily to capillary flow in the liquid phase based on an estimate of the time scale and flux; (ii) The patterning in regime E 2 ≥ E Si was dictated primarily by the rippling of the Si surface with the ordering length scales having spacing L < Λ because of interference between an incident beam and a transmitted electromagnetic wave in Si. The microstructure in this regime was dominated by silicide formation. These results show that a wide variety of nanostructures and microstructures can be obtained by choice of laser energy and film thickness.
Experiment
Co films ranging from 0.5 nm to 10 nm in thickness were deposited by e-beam evaporation onto p-type Float-zone Si(001) substrates with resistivity of 65 − 80 Ω − cm. E-beam evaporation of Co was performed at room temperature in ultrahigh vacuum (base P of 2 × 10 −8 T orr) at deposition rates between 0.1 to 1 nm/min. A TECTRA e-flux mini e-beam evaporator was used for this purpose. The evaporation geometry has been described previously in ref. [24, 27] . In-situ thickness measurements were made using an Inficon Model XTM/2P quartz crystal thickness monitor. Roughness measurements were made of the deposited films using the AFM. The measurements showed that average peak-to-peak roughness was less that 0.2 nm for the range of thickness studied and virtually independent of the deposition rate. The deposition chamber, laser and necessary laser optics were mounted on a custom-built mechanical isolation table with I-2000 isolation legs from Newport. The vacuum pumping was achieved by a combination of an Osaka
Magnetically levitated turbomolecular pump model TH260MCA and Physical Electronics TiTan 400L Ion pump. The backing pump was a Leybold ECODRY-L oil-free pump located in an adjacent room to minimize vibration effects. The Si(001) substrates were degreased in methanol, acetone and DI water prior to insertion into the chamber. We observed that the removal of the native oxide layer enhanced formation of reacted microstructures and hence no attempt was made to etch the oxide for the results presented here.
For the laser interference we used a Spectra Physics Injection seeded Lab-130-50 Nd:YAG laser operating at its 4 th harmonic of 266 nm, with a temporal FWHM of τ p ∼ 9 ns, repetition rate f = 50 Hz and spatial coherence length > 2 m to perform two-beam laser interference irradiation. The unfocused output of the laser has a multi-mode profile with linear polarization and an area of 1 cm 2 with an energy distribution that corresponded to a ∼ 70% Gaussian fit. The maximum total energy per pulse was approximately 44 mJ. For this experiment, the pattern formation reported was for regions of the beam in which the energy variation was ≤ 15%. Two-beam laser interference was performed using two s-polarized beams obtained by splitting the original beam using a 50-50% beamsplitter. The energy of each beam was measured using an Ophir optronics 30A-P thermopile head and the Nova power meter. The interference geometry has been detailed earlier in ref. [24, 25] and to summarize one of the beams was incident on the substrate at normal incidence while the other was incident at an angle between 38 o − 45 o from the normal. To maximize the interference intensity contrast, the individual beam energy densities were controlled by lenses. The primary asymmetry in the energy of two beams interfering on the surface came from the higher reflectivity and the larger pro- Following the deposition and irradiation, both done in vacuum, the samples were removed for characterization. The nanostructures were characterized using contact-mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) and/or Scanning electron microscopy (SEM). AFM was performed in ambient conditions using a Molecular Imaging PicoScan AFM with a BudgetSensors AFM tip of spring constant 0.2 N/m. The measured lateral (x − y) resolution was ∼ 10 nm and z-height resolution was ∼ 0.2 nm. SEM was performed using a Hitachi S-4500 microscope. The microstructure was studied in the TEM using plan-view geometry and a 200 keV JEOL 2000FX microscope. The plan-view TEM samples were prepared using a well-known Si etching procedure.
The Si substrate was mechanically ground until it was reduced to 100 micron thickness. Next an etchant of hydrofluoric acid, nitric acid and acetic acid in a 5:2:2 ratio was used to etch through the back of the Si substrate till a hole was visible at which point the sample was sufficiently thin to allow for TEM analysis.
Results and Discussion
We observed that the overall results on the nature of spatial ordering, resulting surface morphology and microstructure could be separated into three distinct categories based on the laser energy used. One category belonged to the regime when the laser energy density was above the critical laser energy density E Si of ∼ 200 mJ/cm 2 . For all E ≥ E Si we observed that the bare Si surface underwent rippling under otherwise identical conditions of interference. It has been shown earlier by Pedraza and co-workers that this surface rippling occurs when the energy absorbed is sufficient to melt the Si surface [18, 19] . Therefore the energy E Si was taken as the melt threshold for the Si surface under the experimental conditions used in this work.
Another category of results corresponded to energies 50 ≤ E 1 < 200 where Si rippling could not be observed and the resulting Co morphology consisted of well-defined nanostructures with clear evidence of a droplet microstructure. The lower energy identified as E Co , was the lower bound on the threshold of melting of Co during the dynamic patterning. The final category of surface structures observed has been detailed by us in earlier publications and consisted primarily of diffuse morphologies at energies E < E Co [24, 25] .
Below we detail the results obtained in the two energy regimes E 1 and E 2 . First we begin by showing that the melt threshold energy for Co on Si is always smaller than the Si melt threshold consequent to which the mechanism of pattern formation in the various regimes may be identified.
Estimate of melt threshold vs. Co film thickness and lateral temperature gradient
Previously, we have derived an analytic solution for one-dimensional heating of nanoscopic metal films on transparent and absorbing substrates [26] . Excellent agreement between the solution and experiment was found in predicting the threshold energy density needed to melt nanoscopic Co films (with thickness less than the laser absorption depth α −1 ∼ 11 nm) on SiO 2 substrates. In this work we were primarily interested in showing the trend in film temperature as a function of thickness for a given laser energy density, which in turn would indicate how the energy to melt the film behaves with thickness. Therefore, we estimated the energy required to achieve a temperature rise of the Co metal film to the melting temperature of Si of 1683 K. In this way complications of phase change could be avoided. The previously determined solution for the local film heating was as follows [26] :
where:
and S 2 are defined via
α s is expressed as
and K is given by
Here T o corresponds to room temperature; R(h) is the effective film-thickness dependant reflectivity for the Co/Si system as proposed by Ref. [28] . A plot of R versus h is presented in Fig. 1(a) for the Co-Si system; E o is the laser energy density; a is the material absorption coefficient; ρ is the density; C p is the specific heat; h is the Co film thickness; t p is the laser pulse width; and k is the thermal conductivity. The subscripts "m" and "s" denote the metal and the substrate respectively. In Fig. 1(b) , the predicted trend in the needed threshold energy density to heat the Co film to the Si melting point is presented . Since our experiments primarily involved two-beam interference, we have presented the figure in terms of the energy density of an individual beam with the assumption of identical energy in the second beam and therefore a resulting fringe contrast of 100%. As the figure shows, the energy required to melt a continuous Co film increases with decreasing film thickness. This trend arises because for two primary reasons: (i) the increasing reflectivity of the Co/Si system as a function of decreasing film thickness; and (ii) the increasing role of the Si substrate as a heat sink. Based on this calculation, our experimental observations, to be discussed in sec. 3.2 and 3.3, appear to be consistent with patterning in regime E 1 arising from preferential melting of Co and in E 2 due to the melting of Si respectively. We also made an estimate of the lateral temperature gradient arising from the interference pattern using the finite element method via the commercial code FlexPDE. The model solved the two-dimensional heat equation in the film and substrate domains. The heat equation in the film domain was given by
and in the substrate domain
where the origin of the y ′ -coordinate system lies at the film-substrate interface. The boundary condition for continuity of thermal flux at the interface is given by k m ∂T (z,t) ∂z
Initially, the temperature of the system was at ambient and could be expressed by
approximate infinite substrate thickness, we imposed the condition T s (z ′ , t) | z ′ =5·L th = T o where L th is the thermal diffusion length of the substrate given by L th = √ t p α s . To approximate infinite lateral extent, the
imposed. From such numerical calculations, the peak temperature difference was found to be of the order of 0.1 K/nm for Co films ranging from 0.1 to 5 nm on Si substrates. the interference fringe spacing Λ. This regular arrangement had long-range periodicity as confirmed by the computer generated diffraction spots visible in the P S. Also, the direction of the pattern wavevector was identical to the fringe wavevector. The arrangement of the nanoparticles within each row appeared random, as evidenced by the diffuse intensity in the P S for directions perpendicular to the diffraction spots. Fig.   2 (b) shows a TEM micrograph and corresponding selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern of a dynamically patterned 6 nm Co film deposited at a rate of 1 nm/min. The LRO period is consistent with the fringe spacing of 400 nm. Indexing of the spots and rings of the diffraction pattern indicated that the crystalline phase of the nanostructures could be indexed primarily as Co metal with bulk hcp phase and the metal-rich silicide phase Co 3 Si. Table 1 shows the measured spots and rings corresponding to the nanostructures and they are in excellent agreement with the theoretical spacings for bulk hexagonal Co and Co 3 Si phases. Under these conditions we observed that while the patterns still showed the interference fringe length scale, the morphology was dominated by a reaction-like microstructure. Fig. 4 shows such a reaction-dominated microstructure in contrast to the particle-like morphology of Fig. 2 .
Morphology, length scale and microstructure for energy
E Co ≤ E 1 < E Si
Mechanism of pattern formation in regime E 1
We attribute the pattern formation in regime E 1 to be dominated by mass transport in the liquid phase with some contribution from solid state mass transport especially during the early stages of deposition. This is based on two experimentally observed features: (i) The first is that the final observed nanomorphology shows particulate formation only for energies in regime E 1 . We suggest that this is because at some stage of the dynamic patterning the metal underwent melting; and (ii) As observed by us previously the patterns formed for energies < E 1 consist of diffuse lines with small aspect ratio [24, 25] . Considering that the melting threshold of the Co metal film is highly thickness dependent, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , it is likely that during the early stages of deposition the film does not melt and instead mass transport occurs via surface diffusion and surface self-diffusion. Subsequently when the thickness is sufficient such that the laser energy can melt it, liquid phase mass transport will be effective giving rise to the observed particulate like patterns. 
where ρ is the density of the liquid; v x is the x-component of the liquid velocity; dp dx is the pressure gradient in the direction of flow x; and η is the dynamic viscosity. Solving for the steady-state (ρ dvx dt = 0) we get on integrating:
where a and b are constants of integration. Applying the no-slip boundary condition of v x = 0 at y=0, i.e. the liquid-substrate interface, we get b = 0. The free surface boundary condition at the liquid-vacuum interface requires that the tangential stress gradients cancel out and hence σ xy = 0 at y = h, the local liquid height. In our interference experiments, the non-uniform heating will result in a non-uniform liquid temperature along the plane of the liquid surface x, which in turn will cause the surface tension to vary with x. Further, no temperature gradients will exist in the vertical (y-direction) because of the small thickness compared to the film's large thermal conductivity. Hence the stress balance condition at the surface, which requires that the viscous stress be balanced by the surface tension gradient stress gives:
where the LHS is the viscous stress; γ T is the rate of change of surface tension with temperature; and dT dx is the gradient in liquid surface temperature in the x-direction. Using eq. 10 in eq. 9 we get:
To estimate the time scale of the liquid flow, the form of the pressure gradient must be introduced. In our experiments, the dynamic patterning process involves the constant deposition of metal with irradiation by the 9 ns pulses spaced 20 ms apart. Numerical calculations show that the liquid lifetime ranges from 1 to 10 ns and therefore, each pulse is thermally independent [26] . In addition, the laser-metal interaction time is a small fraction of the deposition time. Therefore, we can simplify the analysis by evaluating two likely contributions to the patterning: (i) During the early stages of deposition when the atom clusters are extremely small and the film is discrete, the non-uniform laser heating produces a small surface height variation h(x)
by surface diffusion, as observed by us in previous work [24, 25] . The height variation is manifested as a film morphology that consists of metal nanoclusters of various sizes R(x), with the larger clusters in the thicker regions. In addition, the height variation has the periodicity of the laser fringe Λ. We further assume that the surface-diffusion results in larger clusters in the regions of the interference minima, as would be expected for a thermal-gradient assisted diffusion of surface atoms; and (ii) The interference-melting of this non-uniform height leads to the eventual observed nanoparticle patterns. To show this, we use the fact that the metal nanoclusters of various radius of curvature R(x) producing the height variation will contribute a local Laplace pressure given by
R(x) . The surface tension is also now a function of film position because of the thermal gradients resulting from the fringe. Therefore the pressure gradient in the x-direction can be expressed as: dp dx
From this we see that the pressure gradient can drive the liquid to flow in the direction of a positive height gradient if the overall dp dx < 0. Since γ T is −ve for most material, including Co, which has γ T = −0.5 × 10 −3 J/m 2 − K and the height change dR/dx is positive in going from the smaller clusters to larger cluster, the Laplace pressure adds to the Marangoni or thermocapillary effect. The resulting flow velocity can be obtained by using the above equation in eq. 11 giving:
where we have approximated the local film height h ∼ R(x). 
To make an order of magnitude estimate of τ L , we used the following numbers: η Co = 4.46×10 −3 P a− s; γ Co = 1.88 J/m 2 ; the transient thermal gradient in the fringe as estimated from numerical simulations is dT /dx ∼ 0.1 K/nm; and R ∼ h o ; where h o is the initial film thickness. An estimate of the thickness gradient is more difficult. However, we can make an order of magnitude estimate based on our previous results [24, 25] which showed that the Co lines resulting from surface diffusion lead to a height approximately 15-20 times that of the original film thickness. Therefore, an order of magnitude estimate of the height gradient can be made as dR/dx ∼ 20 ho Λ/2 . We find then that the above equation yields two important results: (i) the Marangoni term is negligible compared to the capillary term; and (ii) the expression can be simplified to τ L = ηΛ 2 40γho ∼ 6 × 10 −5 Λ 2 ho which varies inversely as the film thickness. We can then estimate the time scale for liquid motion occurring at early stages of the patterning process once the surface height variation is established. Taking a realistic starting film thickness of h o ∼ 0.1 nm and Λ = 400 nm we get a time scale of ∼ 96 ns. While this time implies that the patterning cannot not occur under one pulse, it is achievable due to the long integrated liquid lifetime over the time scale of the experiment. The typical experiment times ranged from 0.5 minutes to 5 minutes at a repetition rate of 50 Hz. Using an average liquid lifetime of ∼ 5 ns [26] , the integrated time ranged from 150 to 1500 ns. Therefore, even taking into account that during the initial pulses, when mass transport via solid state processes are likely to dominate, a sufficient integrated time is available for liquid phase motion to dominate the pattern formation.
One can estimate whether mass transport via surface diffusion in the solid state can make a substantial contribution to pattern formation throughout the entire experiment. An estimate of the time scale as well as the efficiency of mass transport for surface diffusion can be made using the theory given by Mullins [29] in which the time scale and flux for mass transport are respectively:
where, D s is the surface self-diffusion coefficient; Ω is the atomic volume; k is Boltzmann's constant;
and ν is the areal density of surface atoms. From this we can claim that mass transport by the hydrodynamic process will dominate if:
Using eq. 14 (and neglecting the Marangoni component) and eq. 15 we get at the melting point of Co
where we have used Ω = 1/ρ Co at = 1.1 × 10 −29 m 3 /atom, where ρ Co at = 8.97 × 10 28 atoms/m 3 is the atomic density of Co. Therefore we see that for the liquid process to be faster [30] we see that τ L τs ∼ 10 −7 and therefore the liquid time scale is much shorter. However, the mass transport efficiency, given by the flux, must also be compared. For the liquid flow, the flux in the x-direction can be expressed as:
where ρ at L is the atomic number density in the liquid phase. From eq. 13, eq. 16 and eq. 19 we get that liquid transport dominates when:
where we have used the approximation that the liquid and solid atomic densities of Co are comparable, i.e. ρ at L ∼ ρ at Co . Here also we we find that for films of 0.1 nm thickness or larger the flux carried by the liquid is significantly larger than the solid state implying that liquid-based mass transport is most likely responsible for the observed pattern formation.
3.3 Morphology, length scale and microstructure for energy E 2 ≥ E Si Fig. 5 represents the typical results following patterning in energy regime E 2 . Fig. 5(a) shows an AFM topographic image and its power spectrum (P S) following dynamic patterning of a 2 nm Co film deposited at a rate of 1 nm/min with an interference angle of 42 o . The direction of the laser interference fringe is marked in the top right corner of the AFM image. A distinctly different nanomorphology is observed for this regime, as compared to Fig. 2(a) . The quantitative differences include: (i) a more elliptical shape of the nanofeatures as compared to the more droplet-like shapes observed in E 1 ; (ii) an ordering length scale different from Λ; and (iii) a two-dimensionally (2-D) periodic arrangement of the features. The LRO length scale in the direction of the interference wavevector, also seen as diffraction spots in direction A in the P S, was estimated to be 240 nm, which is smaller than Λ = 400 nm. In addition, the features have spatial order along each of the rows, as evident from the 2-D nature of the diffraction pattern in the P S. The spots visible in direction B correspond to a feature spacing of ∼ 522 nm. Fig. 5(b) shows a TEM micrograph and corresponding selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern of a dynamically patterned 2 nm Co film deposited at a rate of 1 nm/min. The general results, i.e. the 2-D form of ordering and an LRO length scale of L = Λ are consistent with the AFM image. Indexing of the spots in the diffraction pattern indicated that the crystalline phase of the nanostructures was primarily Cobalt silicide with excellent matching to the Si-rich CoSi 2 phase. Table 2 shows the measured spot spacings and the theoretical spacings for cubic CoSi 2 . Fig. 3 shows the result of dynamic patterning in energy regime E 2 with fringe spacing Λ = 400 nm for films of thickness of 0.5 nm (deposited at 0.1 nm/min) and 1 nm (deposited at 1 nm/min). The 2-D ordering, as in the 2 nm case of Fig. 5 , is clearly evident from the AFM images and the corresponding P S. Again, like the 2 nm case the LRO visible as spots in direction A, and had spacing L < Λ with values of 232 nm and 233 nm for the 0.5 and 1 nm film respectively. Another feature is that the average LRO spacing in the B direction increased with increased thickness and was estimated to be 172, 474 and 522 nm for the 0.5, 1 and 2 nm film. The average diameter of the features also increased was 68, 98 and 120 nm for 0.5, 1 and 2 nm films respectively.
Mechanism of pattern formation in regime E 2
One of the striking results for irradiation in this regime is that pattern formation also occurred on the bare Si substrate surface without any Co deposition. As shown in an exhaustive work by Pedraza et al [18] , the rippling of the Si surface is due to melting and the various resulting periodic length scales come from interference of beams scattered along the surface due to surface roughness as well as with surface electromagnetic waves (SEW), a phenomenon that has been widely studied in the past. Further, they also observed that the morphology was a function of the irradiation time and proposed that hydrodynamic instabilities can cause the morphologies. We suggest that our patterns observed in this energy regime come from similar mechanisms. The first evidence is the origin of the observed LRO length scale in the A direction of approximately ∼ 232 nm. The general grating wavelength Λ g resulting from interference between the incident beam with wavevector k and the scattered beam with wavevector k sc can be expressed as:
where θ i is the incident angle of the laser light. Depending upon the mechanism of the scattered beam, various grating wavelengths can be observed. In our case, the closest agreement occurs for interference with the beam scattered in reflection for which case k sc = kn, where n is the refractive index for Si at 266 nm and is 1.831. Using this we find that Λ g − = 229 nm, which is very close to the observed LRO visible as diffraction spots in the A directions of the PS of figures 5 and 6. In addition, we observed an identical length scale on the bare Si surface suggesting that the deposition of Co during the dynamic patterning process played a negligible role in determining the grating spacing. This result is intriguing primarily because the patterned microstructure comprises a Co-silicide phase while the LRO length scale is determined by the Si surface. The second ordering length scale appearing in the PS along direction B (Fig. 5 and   6 ), which was perpendicular to the interference fringe direction, cannot be explained by similar surface interference phenomenon because the length scale changes with thickness and/or irradiation time. While further investigations are required to understand this length scale in detail, one possible mechanism is a Rayleigh-like breakup of the elongated liquid region consisting of the Co-Si mixture during the laser melting.
It is well known that the classical break-up of a liquid cylinder, driven by minimization of the surface area, leads to preferred wavelengths and typically the wavelength and diameter increase linearly with the cylinder diameter. Qualitatively, one would expect that as the Co concentration is increased the volume of the CoSi liquid phase will also increase and hence the observed trend of increase in spacing and diameter of the particles in going from the 0.5 to 2 nm film.
Conclusion
We have investigated the pattern formation resulting from Co film deposition with simultaneous ns pulsed laser interference irradiation of the Si(001) surface as a function of laser energy and film thickness. We found that the E required to melt the Co film (E Co ) was lower than the bare Si surface (E Si ) because of the higher reflectivity of the Si surface and the heat sinking effects of the substrate. Consequently, for energy densities E Co < E 1 < E Si that preferentially melted the Co film, spatially ordered nanoparticles were formed by capillary-driven transport in the liquid phase. The ordering length scale corresponded to the interference fringe spacing Λ and the microstructure was primarily Co metal and a metal-rich silicide phase.
The native oxide layer played an important role in minimizing the Co-Si reaction. For laser energy densities E 2 ≥ E Si , spatially ordered patterns with periodic length scales L < Λ were observed and resulted from interference of an incident laser beam with a beam transmitted into the Si substrate. These nanopatterns showed both one-as well as two-dimensional spatial ordering of the nanostructures. The microstructure in this laser energy regime was dominated by Si-rich silicide phase formation. These results suggest that various nanostructures and microstructures, ranging from nearly pure metal to the silicide can be formed by appropriate choice of the laser energy simultaneous with film growth.
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2. Indexing of diffraction spots and rings for the SAD pattern in Fig 5(b) the LRO length scale (400 nm) and wavevector direction corresponded to the interference fringes.
The average particle size increased with increasing film thickness and therefore the nature of the ordering decreased presumably due to coalescence of the large particles across the lines. This decrease in ordering quality is visible from the poorly defined diffraction spots for the 25 nm film. Figures (a) and (b) are from our reference [27] 4. Role of the native oxide layer. SEM micrograph of patterning done in regime E 1 for Co on Si surface following removal of the native oxide. The morphology shows evidence for a strong reaction between the metal and substrate and is in striking contrast to the result of similar patterning performed on the Si surface with the native oxide layer, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . (Table 1) . (Fig. 5 ) the LRO is visible as spots in the PS along direction A and has spacing L < Λ of 260 nm and 238 nm for the 0.5 and 1 nm film respectively. This length scale is similar to the 2 nm film of 249 nm. On the other hand, the average feature size increased with increasing film thickness and the LRO indicated by spots along B was determined to be 172 and 474 nm respectively, as compared to 522 nm for the 2 nm film.
